A Tour of Paradise Point

A written and pictorial tour of the interior of Paradise Point
prepared specifically for its renters by
Michael M. Grant,
the interior designer and fabricator of all interior custom items.

Michael Grant Designs
Please leave this book in this house for future renters to read. If you would
like a copy, it is free as a downloadable file at my website:
www.michaelgrantdesigns.com

This book was prepared for you, the renter of Paradise Point. Because we humans tend to
enjoy things more if we notice them and understand a lot about them, I will describe the many
custom features of this house (focusing on the interior) so that, knowing some details about
each of them, you can appreciate them and enjoy them even more while you are staying here.
Paradise Point is a 4,000 square foot reverse plan (Kitchen and Great Room on top, most
bedrooms below) raised house sitting on about 0.8 acres at the Northern tip of Pawleys Island.
The owner purchased the land in December 2014 and the house was completed in May 2016.
Paradise Point has an almost 270 degree view (from Southeast to Northwest) of the Atlantic
Ocean, Midway Inlet, and Pawleys Island Creek. If you stand on the top deck and look toward
the Northwest, you can see cars travelling up Hwy. 17 and next to that an old ruin of what was
a black only hotel back in the days of segregation. You
can also see the tidal estuary and marshlands beyond it
and the Southern tip of Litchfield Beach. Long Bay is the
name of that part of
the Atlantic you see
due East and it is part
of an even larger
portion of the Atlantic
called the Sargasso
Sea after the seaweed in the Sargassum genus that is
found in it. There are several vintage photographs in the
house of the site of Paradise Point in years past and, when
looking at them, you can see how nature has changed and
reshaped this section of Pawleys Island over the years.
This house was designed specifically for you, the renter, by local architect Felix Ayres and the
owner in collaboration with Pinnacle Construction Partners, the builder and general contractor
of the house, pool, landscape, etc. Paradise Point was designed to make your use of it as
enjoyable as possible. It has seven bedrooms and a “swing” room that doubles as a gathering
space at the front entry and as a bedroom when its Queen sleeper sofa is opened.
The owner’s direction to me, the interior designer and fabricator of all the custom interior work
you will enjoy, was to create an interior that is “fun” (this is a vacation rental, after all, and
vacations are supposed to be about fun), durable, and very much in keeping with the feeling of
Pawleys Island. Instead of the pinks and turquoise colors used so often in beach houses that
are not representative of the Pawleys Island “feel”, I suggested a color palette that took its cue
from nature: the colors of sand, shells, the sea, marshlands, seagrass, etc. Let me now take
you on a tour of this house, room-by-room, and explain how each room relates to the natural
surroundings, uses natural colors and materials, is durable, and is fun.
Swing Room (Wall color: Sherwin Williams’ “Ivoire”; Trim color: SW “Summer White”)
The first thing one sees after opening the front door is a 9 ½
foot long continuous aerial black and white photograph of
Pawleys Island taken on October 30, 1963. I do not know
who took this picture or why but the original photos were three
rather tattered ones, each about three feet wide and almost
three feet tall that were contributed to this house project by a
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generous neighbor and friend of mine, Bob Green. As it says on the photo description, I had
the three old photos re-photographed, lines and scratches digitally erased as much as
possible, and digitally “stitched” back together to form this one photo that is the same size as
the three originals that had been taped together. I made a frame of cypress “pickled” the color
of the trim throughout the house and hung the photo on a very sturdy cleat. The photo, ¾”
plywood on which it is adhered, ¼” plexiglass, and frame easily weigh 150 lbs. If you look to
the extreme left in the photo, you can see the location of this house near the pilings in the
photo that are still visible outside today.
As you look around the room, you will see that
it is mostly a functional space defined by an
indoor/outdoor shell rug, two tables forming an
easily moveable cocktail table and another
table serving the light, moveable chairs (all are
lightweight to make it easy to move them out
of the way when the sofa is made into a bed).
Above the sofa is an old oar Bob gave me that
I restored to look even older and two oar
supports I made of cypress.
The rusty
“Welcome” sign is by Fred Moore, a metal
artist in Charleston, SC who also runs Indigo
Home gallery in downtown Charleston. He
sells his metal art out of that gallery but also
stocks some at Palmetto Ace Hardware here
in PI (they have a very nice home décor section). Fred’s contact information as well as that of
every contributing artist and local vendor is listed at the end of this book. Please support their
work! Palmetto Ace is where I bought the pillow in the center of the sofa that is covered with a
portion of a nautical chart, printed on cloth, of this area of the coastline. The console cabinet
under the TV is a purchased item. The wall and trim colors of this room, listed above, are used
throughout the house in all common areas. The sand dollars were also a gift from Bob who
had collected them years ago and wondered if I could use them. They are simply glued to a
pickled cypress board and frame I quickly made and are sort of charming and, certainly, a very
natural addition.
A quick word about “pickling” as you will hear it a lot in this book. Pickling is, basically,
using a mixture of a paint and its solvent, wiping the mixture on, and then wiping it off
quickly leaving as much or as little as you want. It allows the wood to show through
(depending on how much mixture you leave) and is really painting with a thinned down
paint. Since the solvent of latex paint is water, I pickled everything I say in this book I
pickled with a 50/50 mixture of latex paint and water. I wiped on/off, let it dry, sanded it
lightly, and applied a coat of Wipe On Poly to bring out the color. Once dry I lightly
sanded again with 400 grit sandpaper to get the little burrs off and either left it that way
or waxed it with Briwax. If I say I sanded it until it was “smooth as glass” that means I
went cuckoo with the sand paper and progressively got up to maybe 1500 or 2000 grit in
preparation for waxing. When I do that the waxed wood is like velvet to touch.

In order to create some interest, fun, and in keeping with the themes and colors of the local
natural scene, each bedroom in this house is devoted to some aspect of what is found here in
the low country of South Carolina in general and Pawleys Island, specifically.
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Bedroom #1: The Swamp (Wall color: SW “Softened Green”)
This is a room for kids of all ages. It is a bunkroom that, I was told, was to contain four
separate bunk beds. “How do I put four bunk beds in a rather small room and make it feel like
a swamp?” I asked myself. The only way four bunk beds would fit is to place them in an L
shape against the long wall. It took me three weeks, working alone, to build these bunk beds
from scratch. They are extremely strong and are finished with pecky cypress.
“Pecky” cypress is called that because it is cypress that looks like pieces have been pecked
out of it. The fact is that cavities are formed in the cypress by the invasion of a wood-eating
fungus. Because the result is actually beautiful and pecky cypress is rarer than “regular”
cypress, it is more expensive and harder to find. I bought all the pecky and regular cypress
used in this house from Pawleys Island Lumber. To make the pecky cypress go further for the
bunk beds, I split the ¾” x 6” tongue and groove boards I bought into 3/8” x 6” stock. This
gave me twice the covering power for the same price. By the way, I wanted to use local woods
and that is why you will see and hear about so much cypress, pecky cypress, and live oak in
this book. Those are the trees that grow in this environment and so those are the ones I
thought should go in this house.
Now to design: the bunk
beds
were
designed
knowing that kids love
cubbyholes and their own
little spaces. So, each
bunk sleeper gets his/her
own private cubbyhole,
their own reading light,
and their own picture of a
swamp. Actually, the four
swamp pictures (printed
on vinyl) are really one
high-resolution picture I
had printed and then split
into four equal quadrants.
If you look you can see
that each of the four
pictures is just ¼ part of
the original large one and you can stitch them together in your mind’s eye. Why vinyl? Why
regular split cypress (pickled the same color of the wall and then coated with a thin coat of
polyurethane) on the “ceilings” of each bunk? Because kids in bunk beds love to put their feet
on the walls, the ceilings, and pretty much anywhere else. It makes keeping a painted drywall
wall next to a bunk very hard to keep clean—not good durability. So I totally eliminated access
to any drywall within foot range. Kids can put their feet on the cypress wood (easier to clean)
and on the vinyl picture (easier to clean) and all other walls in the room are safe—I hope. I
also thought of safety in terms of those reading lights. They are not standard 115V lights.
They are actually marine lights used on sailboats. They are 12V and use a 15W bulb: low
voltage, low wattage = less heat to burn and less voltage to shock if someone wants to
conduct an experiment by sticking his/her finger in the light socket. The lights are powered by
a 115V > 12V transformer located under the left lower bunk behind the removable baskets.
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The baskets are decorative but can also be used for storage if the room occupants want to do
so.
The ladders for the upper bunks are of a sturdier thickness of cypress and are bolted securely
to the bunks. There are steel handgrips located near the top of each ladder to provide
something to grab for extra security. The Swamp features a piece of gnarled cedar log
attached to one bunk leg, a chest of drawers with cowhide
impressed to look like alligator skin adhered to the face of
each drawer, a real alligator skull on a plaque of pecky
cypress covered with more alligator hide above the dresser,
and a pecky cypress plaque with four turtle shells. The turtle
shells are (top row) “map” turtles and
(bottom row) “slider” turtles. Just as an
aside about that skull: I put a great deal
of thought into where to put that alligator
skull. Initially I thought of locating it high
on the wall where the turtle shells are to
prevent curious kids from cutting their
fingers on the sharp lower teeth. Then I
thought, “if I put it high they will jump up,
fingers go on teeth, weight comes down,
fingers get ripped open…so no good on putting it high.” I
concluded the best place to put it was over the dresser. This
way kids can touch it if they really want but the dresser
discourages them from much leaping. Easier just to climb the ladder a step or two and touch
the skull or teeth without ripping fingers. Ripped fingers = no fun = partially ruined vacation =
no way am I going to set anyone up for that. There is a photo of a rather menacing looking
alligator head on the wall near the deck door and, in the bathroom, a much more friendly photo
of a blue heron fishing in a swamp. A game table and four metal/wood
stools offer kids a place to play, draw, etc. inside when the weather is
inclement or in the evenings.
The last feature of The Swamp is, actually, the first thing you see as you
walk into the room: a happy alligator floor cloth (rug) made by North Carolina
artist Kathy Cooper. It is designed to go on the floor but I thought it would be
a great piece of art to frame…and so I did. I pickled regular cypress, made a
frame, mounted the floor cloth on wood, and attached it firmly to the wall. If it
is meant to walk on it certainly can be touched and it is there for kids to touch
as much as they want. Its location serves almost the entire first floor hallway
as a piece of art and it should bring smiles to lots of faces. I hope it does to
yours.
Bedroom # 2: Live Oak (Wall color: SW “Oyster Bay”)
Live oaks hate to be waterlogged and love well-drained soil. They never grow in swamps like
Bedroom #1 so we are now in a very different natural situation in this room but it is fun in a
different way. It is fun because it is loaded with textures. When you design something don’t
just think about colors, think about textures and what things look and feel like in terms of
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texture. The central feature
is this room is a firmly
attached headboard made
of Live Oak. In fact it is Live
Oak wood that came from a
non-legacy Live Oak tree
that was cut down about 4
miles from Paradise Point
back in 2009. I know the
exact place from which it
was cut because it was cut
on my property (I have
about 20 live oaks there) to
make way for my house
when I was renovating it. It
was a young Live Oak as I
never would have cut down
an old one. Anyway, I had
the logs milled and they
have been sitting for years drying…and now you get some. Live Oak is a VERY dense and
heavy wood and it is very hard to work. Maybe that is why you don’t see more Live Oak
furniture but it is incredibly beautiful when you do. Take a look at the figure in the wood on that
headboard. I sanded it until it was mirror smooth and waxed it. Touch it. Because the owner
of Paradise Point likes rough wood, I left the left and right outside faces on the uprights rough
and I left the top plate front edge so rough that there is even a piece of bark there…that is
rough! But I made other parts smooth and
upholstered a piece of padded sisal rug in
the middle of it all. Rough, smooth, rough,
smooth, hard, soft—the two different
textures act as a “foil” for each other and
accent each other. This headboard, like
all the headboards in this house, is
securely screwed to the studs in the walls
behind them. All the headboards are
independent of the bed beneath them and
this eliminates banging headboards that
damage walls and ultimately cause the
bed to come apart.
The two cantilevered nightstands are repurposed from a Live Oak coffee table I made for my
house. I made it from pieces of Live Oak and I liked it…but my wife didn’t. So it went out and
a new coffee table came in. I recut the oak table into these two nightstand tops and made legs
for them and plates for the legs to rest on that are bolted into the studs of the wall. These
nightstands are also mirror-like and have beautiful figure in the wood. Above each nightstand
is an antiqued brass lamp that is operated by a dimmer switch. I did my best to hide the
electrical cords because I hate seeing them. Above the highly textured headboard is a pretty
photograph of the drooping branches of a Live Oak tree covered with Resurrection Fern and
with azaleas in bloom. This photograph, of a tree in Brookgreen Gardens, was taken and
framed by Christopher John who has a gallery of his photographs in the Litchfield Market
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Village shopping center at Hwy. 17 and Willbrook Avenue in the Northern section (Litchfield) of
mainland PI. He took all the photos used on the rental webpage for this house and almost all
of the ones used in this book. He specializes in family photography—have him photograph
you and your family or group while you are here. Or just go to his gallery and see his super
work!
On the wall opposite Christopher’s photograph is another bit of texture: a piece of driftwood
given to me by my neighbor, Bob. No better way to make the house relate to natural
surroundings than to bring a piece of nature inside. There is a purchased driftwood turtle on
the oak dresser I also purchased and, on the same wall, a nice photograph by Tim Bush of the
Live Oak allee at Mansfield Plantation in Georgetown, SC. Sometimes Mansfield Plantation is
open for tours. If it is go see it! It is wonderful. Tim is an artist in Wilmington, NC who
operates River to Sea Gallery there. Tim’s gallery also supplied the three ceramic fish in the
bathroom that were made by Christine O’Connell from Swansboro, NC. Last but not least, in
terms of artwork, there is a watercolor wood duck original by Brenda Lawson, a local PI artist
who paints in all media including watercolor. When I say “original” I mean that this is the actual
watercolor she painted and it is not a print of the original. Contact Brenda while you are here
and take a class with her or call her and go see her work or commission a piece of your own.
The Sunbrella-bound seagrass rug in this room is by Island Floors and More in PI. They made
all the rugs in this house.
Sunbrella: you will hear me mention that a number of times. If you are not familiar with it,
Sunbrella is a brand of fabric that was first made for marine use. It is made using a
solution dyed yard, which means the color is all the way through the yarn and cannot be
bleached out. Sunbrella is used on boats and, over the years, they have come out with
an incredible variety of gorgeous fabrics. Anytime I could I used Sunbrella fabric in this
house because it is ultra durable and can be cleaned even using bleach.

Oh, last thing: there are some things about the interior of this house about which I had no say.
The ceiling fans (except for the ones in the Owner’s Suite and the Great Room), all bathroom
fixtures, all tiling, and stone countertops are things I simply had to accept as “done deals”.
Bedroom #3: Sweetgrass (Wall color: SW “Relaxed Khaki”)
If you drove here from the South you probably came up Hwy 17 from Charleston. If you did
and it was a Thursday-Sunday (especially in the Spring and Summer) you saw loads of
roadside sweetgrass basket stands filled with sweetgrass baskets made by Gullah
descendants. Making and selling these baskets is a long tradition
here and since it is and since the
baskets are made of natural grasses
here, why not include them in this
house? I did in this “Sweetgrass”
room.
I
contacted
a
Gullah
descendant, Barbara Manigault, who
has a basket stand South of
McLellanville and asked her to make
me some flat, round sweetgrass
panels that I could feature in a
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headboard made just for them. Above is a pic of her weaving away with some sweetgrass.
She made these panels to my specified size and I installed them in this headboard that was
pickled with some wall paint from this room, some from other rooms, some trim paint, etc. I
then waxed the headboard so the smooth cypress would be a foil for the rough sweetgrass.
I made the two waxed
cypress nightstands that
contain rug inserts of
basket woven sea grass
(not sweetgrass) to relate
to the woven sweetgrass.
The framed fish above
the headboard are by
Tim Bush and the pastel
of three shorebirds is by
Brenda Lawson. Another
Brenda, Brenda Spivey
of
Brenda’s
Golden
Needle in Myrtle Beach,
gifted the house with the
two vine pillows. This
Brenda also made all the draperies throughout the house using fabrics I selected. The
draperies in each bedroom have “black out” linings and they really do cut out a tremendous
amount of light. The dresser in this room is a purchased piece and I repainted its original
brushed nickel pulls an antique brass color.
Bedroom #4: Crab (Wall color: SW “Softened Green”)
This room and BR #5 next to it share
a “Jack and Jill” bathroom and are
sort of “twin” bedrooms so I treated
them that way. I wanted them both
to be light and bright and incredibly
cheery. In this, the Crab room, the
two nightstands are made of cypress
pickled the color of the wall with a
few other colors thrown in. They are
crab pots. OK, OK, they are not
really crab pots they are really copies
of lobster pots but because the crab
pots crab guys use down here are
metal mesh things with nothing to
recommend themselves, I decided to
pretend that my copies of lobster
pots are crab pots. Just play along.
So my crab pot nightstands are fun and they have half round glass tops that are actually bolted
lightly to the wooden stands using nylon bolts to keep the glass from being knocked off
(durability). Then I got these cute little crab lamps to go on top. If you look in the crab pots
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(shhh, I know already) you will see some “residents” that I hope people who don’t read this
book will find on their own and it will bring a smile to their faces. Remember: you are on
vacation and vacations are about having fun! Are you having fun yet? I hope so.
Anyway, the headboard is made
of cabinet grade plywood painted
the same color as the wall so it
sort of disappears or it appears
that the pickled cypress “slats”
are against the wall. The entire
headboard slatted design picks
up on the crab pots (yes, yes, I
know) and ties them all together.
The crab watercolor is a print of
an original I commissioned from
Brenda Lawson for this very
room. Remember that if she retains the “original” that means you
can contact her and she can have a print of the original just like this
one made for you. In fact I will make it easy for you: I will tell her to
not sell her originals or at least to make more prints of them because I am encouraging people
to contact her for prints of the original. If you want it framed just like this one, take it to Gray
Man Gallery in PI just North of Hwy. 17 and the North Causeway intersection and ask them to
frame it like they did for Michael Grant. They will. Gray Man framed all Brenda’s art in this
house. You will see two more crab prints (these by Charles Leonard) that I got from Tim
Bush’s gallery in Wilmington. It is a she crab/he crab pair and one of them (don’t know if it is
the he or she) is in the Crab bedroom toilet room and the other in the next bedroom’s toilet
room portion of this shared bath. The rattan chair and dresser are purchased pieces.
Bedroom #5: Oyster (Wall color: SW “Sagey”)
Here is another bright and happy room
this time devoted to oysters. Here two
oyster-collecting buckets (I won’t even
tell you what they really are because
of how you pestered me about the
crab/lobster pots) are bolted to two
pickled cypress boxes just to give
them more height. Each oyster bucket
is filled with real oyster shells that I
painstakingly washed with bleach and
soap and water and sweat and I
passed out six times and had dreams
about oysters chasing me and…oh,
sorry…where was I? Yes, OK, filled
with oyster shells. The shells were
contributed by “Chop”, one of the
carpenters who had worked on the
house and had eaten the shells’ residents. Each nightstand has a round glass top with a nylon
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bolt in the center that connects to a long threaded rod that goes all the way down into the
cypress box where it is secured with a nut. This bolt exerts just
enough pressure on the glass top to keep it down on the top of the
bucket rim that is covered with split clear plastic tubing. The
pressure and the friction between the glass and tubing keep the
top pretty secure. Two purchased jute rope nautical lamps provide
light. The headboard is ship lapped cypress that is pickled with as
many colors as I could think of that are in oyster shells. I sanded
the pickled cypress to within an inch of its life and then waxed the
begeebers out of it. I wanted the headboard to look and feel like
the inside of an oyster shell so the one in bed will get a feeling that
s/he is sleeping inside or next to a giant oyster shell. Well, that
was the plan and I hope it works. Brenda painted the oyster shell
watercolor for me for this room as a commissioned piece and it is a
print of her retained original. The dresser matches the one in the
Crab room and was purchased.
Bedroom #6: Scallop (Wall color: SW “Relaxed Khaki”)
This room was originally going to be
the “Shutters” room and I was going
to make the headboard out of some
old shutters. But, after I got these
two bedside lights from Pottery
Barn, I began to think about bronze
and black colors. I found some real
black scallop shells and decided to
do a take off on a buttonupholstered headboard. I found this
lovely Sunbrella fabric, “Posh
Charcoal”, that had a herringbone
pattern that reminded me of the
front of the matching chests at the
foot of the bed. I made a padded
headboard, covered it with Posh
Charcoal and made “buttons” out of
the black scallop shells by abrading the inside of each and pouring in epoxy. While the epoxy
was still in liquid form, I inserted a coiled wire with two
long tails left sticking up. When the epoxy had set, I had
black scallop shell “buttons” that I inserted through a
hole in the fabric/padding/plywood and tied off to pull
back the fabric and cushion giving the headboard some
dimension and texture. I could not do true button
upholstery with pleats because the shells were all of
different sizes and the pleats would not have worked
out. So I just mimicked button upholstery and I think it is
interesting and fun.
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The Brenda Lawson watercolor is a print of an original she
retains. It is of sandpipers and I stressed to her the
importance of their having black legs. The black bed dust
ruffle continues the black accent idea. The black knobs on the
two purchased nightstands relate them to the rest of the room.
To finish it all, I took nine of Fred Moore’s rusty mullet fish and
painted them black, added some “Oyster Bay” paint from BR
#2, and some “Summer White” paint (the trim color in the
house). After the paints dried, I distressed them using a steel
brush and sprayed them with a vinegar/water solution to
encourage rust. Once they were rusty again, I mounted them
on two pecky cypress boards I had painted different colors like
the sea and fixed them to the wall on either side of the window to suggest a school of mullet
swimming from one side of the window to the other. Doing this allowed me to let the artwork
also serve the upper hallway as, when the door to this bedroom is open, you can see the
mullets from the hallway.

Distressing steel/wrought iron: First, there really is no such thing as “wrought iron”.
“Wrought” means that the metal has been worked, bent, changed in some way.
Another word for doing that to metal is “forging”. But we don’t “wrought” iron. We
“wrought” steel. So when I or anyone else uses the term “wrought iron” what we really
mean is “wrought steel” but “wrought iron” is the term that has stuck. I will be talking
about “wrought iron” work I have done in this house (all on the upper floor) but just know
that I am talking about working steel. There is no steel in this house that is left unfinished.
It is all rusted, like Fred’s art, or painted and rusted, like mine. To distress something made
of steel (at least the way I do it) is that I make it (blacksmith it, forge it, weld it) then I use
a very powerful propane torch like a weed torch to burn off everything from the steel.
Once it is cool I paint it the colors I want, then I come back and beat on it, steel brush it,
torch it some more, cuss at it, spray a 50/50 mix of vinegar and water on it, leave it out in
the sun, more vinegar/water, more brushing, more sun, more cussing, and in 2 or 3 days, I
have a lovely piece of “wrought iron” that looks like it was painted 90 years ago and has
been in the elements ever since. The rust is very much part of the desired finish. You are
about to get a load of rust in the next room, the Owner’s Suite.
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Bedroom #7 Owner’s Suite: The “Lowcountry Suite” (Wall color: SW “Rice Grain”)

Those who designed the floor plan of this house decided to give very generous space to the
Owner’s Suite. I thought that, since they gave the room so much space, it deserved something
generous in terms of furnishings. My desire was to create a bedroom that has a little bit of
everything, a “sampler” room that I call “The Lowcountry Suite”. So, what do we find in the
lowcountry, especially right here on Pawleys Island? I started to look around and one of the
first things I noticed was this charming little building at the corner of Myrtle Avenue and Second
Street, just several blocks South of Paradise Point. The little
building is probably no more than 20 x 20 feet and sits on
pilings over the creek. This shabby little thing sports the fancy
name, “The Myrtle Beach Yacht Club.” I got an idea, while
looking at it, to create a headboard for this room that would be
like the outside of one of that little building’s walls: ship lapped
old wood leading up to an overhang of rafter tails and a “tin”
roof. Sleeping under this headboard would be like sleeping up
against the outside wall of the little shabby building. The wood
was the easy part since I had some leftover 100-year-old
cypress that had been my house’s floor before I renovated it. But what could I do about a tin
roof? I needed something that would work with the soothing paint color of the walls. I also
wanted something that had some history to it. I found the perfect roof on a building that, at this
writing, is located on Hwy. 17 and Tiller Road in PI. It is an old building that had a more recent
second story addition connected to the back of it some decades ago. The old part had been,
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over the past 70 years, a post office, a furniture store, craft store, etc. The old part could be
charming, if restored, and I learned that the old part was to be moved to The Hammock Shop
area and turned into a wine store. The recent addition was to be torn down. So, I approached
the owner and asked him if I could have some of the roof that was the same across both parts
of the building. It was perfect: it
had been painted green a long
time ago and it was weathered
and rusty. After much begging
and pleading, I got permission to
remove some roof sections and
now they are here for you to
enjoy. They are placed on the
rafter tails I made in the very
same order they were on the
building from which I took them.
Below is a photo of my neighbor,
Bob, helping me harvest the tin
roof.
I asked Brenda Lawson to paint the Myrtle Beach
Yacht Club building so I could hang the building
that inspired the headboard right on the headboard
itself. She did and I did. This is an original
watercolor painted with colors to pick up the roof,
the cypress that I pickled with “Oyster Bay” paint,
and the wall color of this room. I have never seen a
headboard like it and I think it is not only great fun
but is totally Pawleys Island: old wood from a house
here (mine) that had been built in 1910 as the
Hagley Landing caretaker’s house, and part of a
roof from an old building here.
All other furniture in this room was purchased with the notable exception of the distressed
wrought iron, wormhole pinewood, and faux alligator hide octagonal ottoman I made. The old
pinewood came from a shed (photo left) that was at a river house near the Hagley Landing. I
volunteered to help tear the old shed down if I could have the old pine siding. Sitting in the
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swivel club chairs with your feet on the ottoman banded with this wood while looking at the
room or out to sea is the ultimate in relaxation. The shorebirds watercolor by Brenda over the
little console cabinet in the nook to the right of the bed is an original one. The watercolor of a
scene in Hobcaw Barony, also by Brenda, that hangs over the desk is a print of her original. I
made the green shell bookends on the desk out of Live Oak and left them very rough and
unfinished to please the owner. I also reupholstered the desk chair with the same faux
alligator hide so that it would coordinate with the rest of the room and the ottoman.

Upstairs Hallway
On the walls of the hallway by the stair, in the powder bath, and in the hallway section in front
of the Lowcountry Suite you will see 30 vintage photographs of Pawleys Island and people, like
you, who came here to vacation 100 years ago. The photographs date from 1900-1993 (most
are 1900-1950) and each is accompanied by a written description. I encourage you to look at
these photos and read the descriptions since they are so interesting and will teach you things
about Pawleys Island you might learn nowhere else. The photos are from the Pawleys Island
Civic Association Collection in the Georgetown Digital Library (www.gcdigital.com).

Kitchen/Dining Room
The two columns at the top of the stair are clad in old pecky cypress that had been stored in
the river house shed. The wood was sanded ultra smooth and waxed to make the columns
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seem like pieces of furniture. This makes the very smooth surface act as a foil against the very
rough, irregular pecky cavities. As you turn toward the kitchen you will see a magnetic
chalkboard I created that is 5 feet tall so that both adults and children can write on it easily. It
is a great place to write out your menu for the next meal, places you want to see while here,
messages to all in the house, or to create your own artwork.
The central feature of the Kitchen
is a 10 foot long island consisting
of two 36” wide octagonal
pedestals made of raised panel
regular cypress and a 45”
“bridge” joining them at an angle.
The angle allows each octagonal
base to be centered in the larger
floor space in which it stands.
Take a look at each raised panel
as they are all different in terms
of the figure of the cypress wood.
I placed the most interesting
panel right in front of you as you
crest the stairs but all of them are
lovely. Each pedestal has two
doors that are opened with shell
pulls made of shells picked up
right out on the beach in front of
the house. Their color relates
beautifully to the wood.
The
pedestals are
of different heights and each serves a different purpose. The lower one, of
countertop height, holds a vegetable sink and provides space, along with the
countertop height “bridge”, to lay out lots of dishes of food if you want to
serve everyone buffet style. The other pedestal is of bar height, the
countertop is 60” in diameter, and it provides a space for eating, gathering,
talking, and having a great time. The barstools were purchased but I
reupholstered them with a beautiful Sunbrella fabric called “Beachcomber
Dune”.
The light box above the island
was designed to exactly mirror
the footprint of the island beneath
it. It is made of more of the 100
year old cypress floor wood and
you will see nail holes and other
evidence in it that it was once a
floor. It is pickled with various
colors from the house, and
sanded very smooth so that, once
waxed, it would reflect light
beautifully. It has 12 dimmable
puck lights that cast light down
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onto the shiny countertop and is reflected again by the shiny, waxed lightbox. It took me over
two days of work in the attic to move an HVAC vent and to add more ceiling joists in strategic
places to support this lightbox. The box was made in one piece and installed in one piece—a
real task. On top of the bar section you will see a whimsical
sneaker-wearing crab basket. This crab welcomes any
goodies you would like to fill him
with and promises not to run away
on his sneakers with your treats. By
the way, he loves fun-sized
Snickers. Fill him with some and
enjoy them for the hour and a half
they will last! His buddy, a rusty metal crab by Fred Moore, hangs
over the cooktop.
The dining room table and chairs are purchased items, as is the light above them. The table
came with a top finished like the two lamp tables in the Great Room and, knowing that the
owner wanted a table that was very easy to clean and had no cracks or holes to catch things, I
refinished the top entirely. The top was filled, several times, with clear epoxy, sanded over and
over until smooth, lightly coated with polyurethane to further resist damage, and waxed. All
that took nearly four days of work because of drying times for the epoxy between each coat.
Great Room
As you look at this room you will see, hanging on the tall wall in the stairwell, a 6 foot long rusty
seabass I commissioned from Fred specifically for this space. My neighbor Bob supplied the
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rusty ring and plate from which the rusty old pulley he also supplied
hangs. I created the armature supporting it all out of more of the
worm-eaten pinewood. The effect I wanted is that this is a big fish
that was caught and was brought back to the dock to hang for
weighing.
The Great Room features a fireplace with a pecky cypress mantel
that has an unfinished body but a
finished top to resist spills from
drinks, etc. The stone around the
fireplace is split faced coral stone that
is supported, over the firebox area,
by a wrought iron support I made.
The support contains a cast steel
panel with banana leaves that I
distressed with colors from the room.
The support not only helps hold up
the coral stone over the firebox, it
also provides a channel to receive the edges of the coral stone
as they end at the firebox on both sides so that there is a
clean, finished look. Pecky cypress molding serves the same
purpose on the outside edges of the stone surround.
I created two custom-made regular cypress cabinets on either
side of the fireplace. The front bands of the shelves and
countertops are distressed and pickled with the color of the
Great Room walls and trim. The inside walls of each cabinet “upper” are 3/8 x 6 regular
cypress that I painted the same color as the walls and then lightly coated with polyurethane to
make the flat wall paint slightly glossy. This makes the cabinet inner walls stand out just a bit
from the surrounding walls. The cypress has been spaced
1/8” apart and before they were affixed to the wall, I painted
a band of BR #3 wall paint color, “Relaxed Khaki”, in the
space that would be revealed by the cypress spacing. This
gives the cypress panels a little more definition, adds a very
subtle additional color to the mix, and gives the cabinet
“uppers” an elegant but still comfortable look. Two doors
made of regular cypress banding painted the same color as
the room trim (“Summer White”) and an inset of pecky
cypress lightly pickled with the wall color (“Ivoire”) front both
cabinets “lowers”. The
pickling accentuates the
“pecky” cavities and the
use of pecky cypress in
the doors relates them to
the mantel. Each door is
opened by an oyster shell
pull made from a shell
collected from the piling
area on the beach just
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outside the house. Notice how the colors of the room, cabinets, fireplace coral stone, etc. pick
up those natural shell colors and help bring the outside environment into the house.
The upper cabinet shelves contain many purchased accessories, some of which were
repainted or refinished in some way to better relate to the colors of this room. I made the
Nautilus shell bookends out of waxed Live Oak. I also made all the pottery you see here. You
will find another Bob contribution, an old net repair shuttle and bobbin (to the left of the
driftwood sailboat) that I cleaned up and loaded with string so you can see how it works. The
purchased rectangular metal basket in the left cabinet upper holds scallop shells contributed
by “Chop” who gave me the oyster shells for the Oyster room. The paddle on the mantel,
another Bob gift, was made by a late friend of his to use as an actual paddle…and he did. Bob
told me this friend whose name was Cecil (he had been the owner of the pine shed and many
of the things Bob contributed) was so frugal that he would rather make a paddle out of old
wood than buy one new. I took this paddle that he actually used and pickled, sanded, and
waxed it for display here.
The rattan loveseat, sofa, club chair, and ottoman
were purchased and their cushion fabric is Sunbrella
“Sand”. I used the same Sunbrella fabric that is on
the barstools for the pillows I had made for the Great
Room furniture to relate this room to the Kitchen.
The two lamp tables are from Sarreid and the lovely
tall oyster shell lamps are from Curry and Company.
They are screwed securely from beneath to the lamp
tables to prevent them from being knocked over and
damaged.
Last, you will see two twin
coffee tables I made of painted
and distressed wrought iron
cattails and more worm-eaten
pine. At first I was going to
make one large coffee table for
the room but saw that the
room’s floor plan meant that the
sofa and loveseat had to be
separated too far apart from
each other to use one table for
both. I wanted everyone sitting in the Great Room to
have a place to put their feet up and I rejected the
suggestion made to me that those sitting on the
loveseat just had to tough it out without a footrest
while a large coffee table served only the sofa. After
tossing around several options, I settled on twin,
narrow coffee tables designed so that people could
easily put their feet under them or on top of them. I
wanted tables people would feel comfortable using for
a footrest, eating surface, as a place to sit, etc. I filled
as many worm eaten holes as I could with epoxy and
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followed my standard Wipe On Poly/light sanding/waxing method. The result are two tables
that are very related to the natural environment, bring in natural color, are friendly to use, are
extremely durable, and can even be put open-side to open-side to make one large table, if
desired.
Decks and Pool
The owner asked me to purchase all deck and pool furniture and I specified what I think is the
very best: a polywood product made by Trex. I had originally planned on installing two 6 foot
long cypress porch swings, one on each deck, but after I experienced the very powerful winds

that can come in from the sea here, I realized that the swings would just be beaten against the
house, damaging both. So, I bought more rocking chairs. The color of the cushions on the
club chairs and ottomans closely matches that of the exterior color of the house and, I think,
makes it all work together well. I provided more than enough deck seating of different types for
even large groups and hope you will enjoy many hours sitting on the deck and by the pool and
can understand why swings would just not work.
One important thing I hope you have realized as you have read this little interior tour book is
that you do not have to buy lots of new and/or expensive things to design or decorate your
home. You can use what you already have or what is given to you (or you ask for). You can
also make things yourself and, really, the handmade things are the best after all. So much in
this house was made by hand—my hands—and made from leftovers, old things, and used
things. Creativity is all about combining things, new or old, in new and unusual ways. And the
things you combine can be what are already right in front of you. Some free old wood, a free
rusty pulley and ring, some old rope that was lying around anyway, a newly made big rusty fish
(the only money spent on the big fish decoration…and it wasn’t that much), and you have
something that cost little but adds tremendously to the feeling of a space. Try it yourself and
see what you can create!
Because so many people seem to struggle with the idea of creativity and just default to the silly
and incorrect assumption that “well, I am just not creative”, I want to offer a suggestion to help
those of you who think that to get beyond it. The very best way to tap your inner creativity is to
ask yourself questions. Ask lots of questions. Let me give you an example. There were many
times, when doing the Paradise Point interior, that I faced problems I had to overcome with a
creative solution. One problem was how to decorate that stairwell wall. It is very tall and
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narrow (about 16 feet by 4 feet) and a tough interior spot to fill. So, I did what I want to
suggest you do: I asked myself questions.
Here is how it went: “What am I going to do with that space? It is very long and tall. Tough to
put anything there.” “What is long and tall that would work there?” “What is long and tall and
is fun and about nature?” “What is long and tall and natural and fun and is something you
would find near the ocean here in PI?” “How about a hammock?” “I could hang a hammock
there…that is VERY PI!” “But a hammock will collect dust…no good.” “What else is long and
about PI?” “How about a big piece of driftwood?” “Maybe a log?” “A boom of a sailboat?”
“Oh Hell, I don’t know…” Then, when I was in
Palmetto Ace Hardware buying something I saw one
of Fred’s medium sized rusty fish. “Oh, I could use a
fish…I could hang it but it has to be big, bigger than
this one…could he do a big fish?...how would I hang
a big fish?” “Now where have I seen fish hanging?”
“Oh Hell, I don’t know…” So I typed in “hanging a
big fish” in an Internet search engine and up came
this picture among thousands of others. “Bingo”, I
said. “I will hang the big fish like it is being weighed
at a dock like in this picture.” Then I contacted Fred
and asked him about making a big fish I could hang. He agreed. Now how exactly to hang it?
Not sure. Later I was working with Bob on that old river shed and saw a rusty pulley. “Could I
have this?” I said. “Sure”, he said. “Whatcha goin’ to do with it?” “I need it for the house.”
“OK, it’s yours.” Right, so I have a fish coming to me and I have a rusty pulley. Later Bob came
over and gave me a rusty ring to go with the pulley. Go Bob! Then I thought, “I need some
rope, I have a pulley and a ring, and I need something to attach the pulley to…I need some
sort of brace or arm or something.” I noticed that knee wall that ends at the stairwell space
and thought, “well, I will just make something that sits on that knee wall like the wall is part of
the support.” More Internet photos showed fish tied by the tail with rope, rope attached to a
block (pulley), and going up to some sort of beam. So that is what I made. And that is how the
fish and the old wood from the shed and the rusty pulley and rusty ring got on the stairwell
wall.
A difficult interior space now becomes one of the most interesting spaces in the house
because I asked myself questions, never excluded any possibility, put things together in my
mind, tossed out some, added more, and kept asking questions until I got a solution. That is
the creative process. It is all about asking yourself questions and never, ever, ever giving up
or thinking that “failure” is certain. There is no “failure” if you are trying; there is only an option
that didn’t work. An option that didn’t work is just a step toward a solution that WILL work IF
you don’t give up. The only failure is not trying and the best way to not try is to say, “Well, I am
just not creative” and so quit at the very beginning. You are more creative than you think but
you cannot tap it if you don’t dump fear of failure and get in there and start asking yourself lots
of questions and put together as many things in your head as you can. Do that and you will
produce something creative not only in terms of making something for an interior but, much,
much more importantly, in terms of making a better life for yourself and those around you.
I also hope that my explanation of the interior of this house and the work of all who contributed
to it helps you appreciate and so enjoy everything in it even more than you might otherwise
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have. May your stay here be happy, restful, fun, and generate many fond memories for years
to come. And, after you leave, reserve another week and come back!
Happy Travels,

Michael M. Grant

If you would like to commission a custom piece or would like some design consultation
services (interior, house plan, garden/landscape) please do not hesitate to contact me.
I would be happy to help you.
If you would like to visit my studios, see other work in progress, see my own 3+ acre
property filled with Live Oaks, azaleas, camellias, etc. and my home that features my
own work, please call me and we can arrange a visit. I live about four miles from
Paradise Point.
If you would like to know the source of anything I have purchased and installed in
Paradise Point, please feel free to ask and I will pass on that information to you.
Special thanks to Bob Green who provided so many things in this house and for a
tremendous amount of help moving furniture, installing things, etc. This house would
not be what it is without him.
I want to express my gratitude and much appreciation and love to my wife, Patricia, for
putting up with my work schedule and absence from contributing to work at my own
house and property while I worked on this one for you. Her support was key to my
success.
Remember that, if you want a copy of this book, it is available as a free PDF
downloadable file at my website listed below.

Michael Grant Designs
(843) 655-5745
michaelgrantdesigns@gmail.com
www.michaelgrantdesigns.com
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Contributing Artists and Local Vendors
Felix Ayres
Ayres and Associates, Architects
P. O. Box 1315
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
(843) 651-5868
www.ayresarchitects.com

Brenda Lawson
Pawleys Island Art Studio
21 A Professional Drive
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
(843) 237-5373 or (843) 360-0805
www.pawleysislandartstudio.com

Tim Bush
River to Sea Gallery
224 South Water Street, Suite 1B
Wilmington, NC 28401
(910) 763-3380
www.rivertoseagallery.com

Barbara Manigault
Barbara’ Sweetgrass Basket Products
1085 Kilarney Road
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464

Kathy Cooper
Kathy Cooper Floorcloths
115 Cascade Avenue
Winston Salem, NC 27127
(336) 245-3130
www.kathycooperfloorcloths.com
Gray Man Gallery
10707-B Ocean Hwy
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
(843) 237-2578
Bob Green
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
Christopher John
Christopher John Photography
478 Pinehurst Lane Unit 17e
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
(843) 314-0255
www.christopherjohnphotography.com

Fred Moore
Indigo Home
#4 Vendue Range
Charleston, SC 29401
(843) 723-2983
www.indigohome.com
Palmetto Ace Hardware
8317 S Ocean Hwy
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
(843) 235-3555
www.palmettoace.com
Pawleys Island Lumber
96 Archer Road
Pawleys Island, SC 29585
843-237-8421
www.pilumber.com
Pinnacle Construction Partners
4516 US-17 Business
Murrells Inlet, SC 29576
(843) 651-8560
www.pinnacleconstructionpartners.com

Brenda Spivey
Brenda’s Golden Needle
202 Greenleaf Circle
Myrtle Beach, SC 29579
(843) 236-4459
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